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GUIDE FOR REVIEWERS 

If you are invited by the editorial board, or if your suggestion for reviewing a book is granted by 

the editors, please comply with the spelling and design rules that are mentioned in the Guidelines 

for Authors. 

The board strives to send a hard-copy of the book to the indicated address, accompanied by a sheet 

of review instructions. 

Your book review should ideally not exceed a number of 1,000 words; in exceptional cases we 

will accept reviews of 1,500 words. In case you devote a review to a number of books in the same 

field of scholarly research (with a maximum of three), your review article may exceed the 

prescribed amount of words.  

The review provides an objective and yet critical and fair discussion of the book(s) under review. 

The review discusses the overall idea and scope of the book, as well as the main arguments that 

lead up to the central thesis. In case of strong disagreement with the author’s argument, the 

reviewer is bound to provide solid arguments against the author’s thesis, and to indicate the weaker 

and stronger points. A balanced review 

will both point out areas of improvement as well as underline the book’s strengths. A sheer chapter-

by-chapter description is dissuaded, but permitted as long as the overall aim of the book is duly 

and properly addressed.  

 



Your review is susceptible to the same terms of peer-review as any article in the journal, so that at 

least two referents will read the submitted peer-review. The review may either be sent back with 

notes for further refinement or elaboration, or accepted, or rejected in exceptional circumstances.  

 

GUIDE FOR PUBLISHERS 

 

Please send your printed books to: 

 

Dr. D. Burgersdijk, editor TALANTA  

University Library UvA, room A 2.02A 

Singel 425 

NL-1012 WP Amsterdam 

Or eventually you can send the PDF of the book for review to editors@talanta.nl. 

The book will be sent to a qualified reviewer, who is asked to review the book within three months 

upon receipt of the manuscript. Once the review is received back and accepted, TALANTA will 

publish the review in the issue planned next. 

Any book sent for review will be mentioned in TALANTA, under the heading ‘books sent for 

review’. The books will also be published on the journal’s website, so that interested reviewers 

may apply for writing a review. 
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